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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to data
communications, and more specifically, but not exclu-
sively, to low-cost, fault tolerant, EMI robust data com-
munications for high performance electric vehicle (EV)
environments.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Increasingly in vehicular and industrial applica-
tions, high energy electrical energy storage systems are
used. Whether deployed to energize traction/propulsion
motors, or factory machines, these energy storage sys-
tems often include many interconnected battery module
assemblies, each module assembly including many in-
dividual battery storage cells. The interconnected mod-
ules collectively represent a unitary battery pack for the
energy storage needs of the application.
[0003] Each module includes on-board electronics for
safety and monitoring uses, and it is important that a cen-
tralized monitoring system reliably exchange data with
these modules. The voltages and currents that exist in
operation and control of the motors or machines produce
conditions (e.g., voltage and current variations) that can
interfere with the communications in a number of ways.
The communication system must therefore be designed
to operate satisfactorily in the presence of significant po-
tential electromagnetic interference (both electromag-
netic induction and electromagnetic radiation).
[0004] In the EV context, further boundary conditions
include: a) low-cost solutions, b) reduced part/compo-
nent solutions, c) low power consumption, and d) relia-
bility appropriate for an automotive environment. The
communications to and from the energy storage system
includes safety-critical data and the automotive environ-
ment is harsh. The vehicle moves and is subject to me-
chanical bumps, shocks, and vibrations, under a range
of temperature and humidity conditions. The modules are
discrete elements and communications systems require
wiring harnesses using wires and connectors. The wires
and wire connectors/connections can break and/or they
can become loose or provide intermittent connections,
among other challenges.
[0005] What is needed is a system and method for low-
cost, fault tolerant, EMI robust data communications, par-
ticularly for an EV environment.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Disclosed is a system and method for low-cost,
fault tolerant, EMI robust data communications.
[0007] The following summary of the invention is pro-
vided to facilitate an understanding of some of technical
features related to low-cost, fault tolerant, EMI robust da-
ta communications in an electric vehicle (EV), and is not
intended to be a full description of the present invention.
A full appreciation of the various aspects of the invention

can be gained by taking the entire specification, claims,
drawings, and abstract as a whole. The present invention
is applicable to other environments besides electric ve-
hicles.
[0008] A data communications system having a host
including a power supply providing a supply voltage over
a supply voltage line and a reference voltage over a ref-
erence voltage line with the host selectively enabling a
particular one voltage line when asserting a wake signal;
a client including a plurality of electrical components and
an isolator disposed between the plurality of electrical
components and the host, the isolator including a client
portion, a host portion, and a plurality of isolator channels
with the isolator having an active mode and an inactive
mode wherein the active mode enables a transmission
from a channel input port to a channel output port of each
the isolator channel when both the client portion and the
host portion are enabled and wherein the inactive mode
disables the transmissions of the isolator channels when
either the client portion or the host portion are non-ena-
bled, the plurality of isolator channels including a wake
channel having the channel input port coupled to the par-
ticular one voltage line with the host portion enabled
whenever the wake signal is asserted; wherein the plu-
rality of electrical components include a wake-control
system, coupled to the channel output port of the wake
channel, periodically enabling the client portion to test a
state of the wake signal with the wake-control system
maintaining the client portion enabled as long as the wake
signal is asserted.
[0009] A data communications method, including a)
enabling a transmission of a wake signal from a host to
a remote client through an isolator disposed at the remote
client when the wake signal is asserted from the host at
a host-portion of the isolator concurrent with a periodic
enablement of a client-portion of the isolator by the re-
mote client; and thereafter b) transmitting the wake signal
from the host to the remote client through the isolator; c)
controlling enablement of the client-portion responsive
to the wake signal transmitted through the isolator; and
thereafter d) disabling the transmission by deassertion
of the wake signal at the host.
[0010] Other features, benefits, and advantages of the
present invention will be apparent upon a review of the
present disclosure, including the specification, drawings,
and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The accompanying figures, in which like refer-
ence numerals refer to identical or functionally-similar
elements throughout the separate views and which are
incorporated in and form a part of the specification, further
illustrate the present invention and, together with the de-
tailed description of the invention, serve to explain the
principles of the present invention.

FIG. 1 illustrates a data flow schematic for a battery
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electronics system;

FIG. 2 illustrates a connections schematic for the
battery electronics system;

FIG. 3 illustrates a general schematic of components
of a client;

FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart of a client response
process 400 to received serial data;

FIG. 5 illustrates an address byte used in the battery
communications system;

FIG. 6 illustrates a packet 6having 4 bytes used in
the battery communications system during enumer-
ation;

FIG. 7 illustrates a sequence of address enumeration
transmissions initiated by the host 105;

FIG. 8 illustrates a detailed general schematic of a
signal transmission portion of a fault signaling sub-
system for battery communications system;

FIG. 9 illustrates a detailed general schematic of a
redundancy portion of a fault signaling subsystem
for battery communications system;

FIG. 10 illustrates a detailed general schematic of
an interference rejection portion of a fault signaling
subsystem for a battery communications system;

FIG. 11 illustrates an alternate configuration for the
host from that shown in FIG. 10 which adds a filter
at each end of the daisy-chain loop;

FIG. 12 illustrates a detailed schematic diagram of
an oscillation damping portion of the power distribu-
tion implementation for client;

FIG. 13 illustrates a detail schematic diagram of a
wake portion of the client;

FIG. 14 illustrates a general schematic diagram of a
portion of a differential data signal implementation
of battery electronics system;

FIG. 15 illustrates a schematic diagram for a data
conductor break detection circuit topology that in-
cludes a mechanism for data signal break detection
(i.e., a "break detector");

FIG. 16 illustrates a schematic diagram for a more
generalized conductor break detection circuit topol-
ogy as compared to topology 1500 shown in FIG. 15;

FIG. 17 illustrates a schematic diagram for a power

supply conductor break detection circuit topology
1700;

FIG. 18 illustrates a detailed general schematic of
an interference rejection portion of a signaling sub-
system for a battery communications system similar
to FIG. 10 with additional optional details;

FIG. 19 illustrates an alternate configuration for the
host from that shown in FIG. 11 which adds a second
host isolated power supply; and

FIG. 20 illustrates an alternate configuration for the
host from that shown in FIG. 19.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0012] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a system and method for low-cost, fault tolerant, EMI
robust data communications. The following description
is presented to enable one of ordinary skill in the art to
make and use the invention and is provided in the context
of a patent application and its requirements.
[0013] Various modifications to the preferred embodi-
ment and the generic principles and features described
herein will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art.
Thus, the present invention is not intended to be limited
to the embodiment shown but is to be accorded the widest
scope consistent with the principles and features de-
scribed herein.
[0014] There are many different sources and causes
of electrical noise in most every operating environment.
It is not always the case that the electrical noise interferes
significantly with communications within that operating
environment. Embodiments of the present invention are
configured and implemented to provide robust commu-
nications in electrically noisy environments. For purpos-
es of this application, an electrically noisy environment
is one in which voltages induced or resulting from the
electrical noise in the environment, as measured be-
tween nodes or points-under-test, are on the same order
of the voltage levels used for data signaling. In the spe-
cific context of an application including an electrical mo-
tor, such as those used for propulsion in an electric ve-
hicle (EV), there are significant time-varying magnetic
fields present in regions of the EV that can generate sig-
nificant noise (as voltages and/or currents).
[0015] FIG. 1 illustrates a data flow schematic for a
battery electronics system 100. Battery electronics sys-
tem 100 includes a host 105 and a number N clients 110i,
i=1 to N. There are many different possible implementa-
tions and arrangements of host 105 and clients 110x, all
within the scope of the present invention. To simplify the
discussion and as an aid in understanding, the following
discussion focuses on a specific implementation in the
context of an electric vehicle (EV) having a battery man-
agement system (BMS) and N=8 battery modules, each
battery module including a battery module board (BMB).
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The BMS includes host 105 and each battery module
board includes one client 110i, i=1 to 8.
[0016] Each client 110x is implemented using com-
modity processors (e.g., 8-bit microcontrollers) and op-
erates within an architecture designed with a minimal
wire count to achieve the described features. Full func-
tionality of battery electronics system 100 is maintained
in the event of a single wire break or disconnect, with the
system operating satisfactorily in the presence of EMI
having relatively high slew rates.
[0017] For data transmissions, host 105 is connected
to each client 110x in a unidirectional daisy-chain loop
115 that begins, and ends, at host 105. Clients 110x are
numbered in order that they are connected on daisy-
chain loop 115. Host 105 transmits all commands to a
first client on daisy-chain loop 115 (i.e., client 1101 in FIG.
1). The general protocol provides that each client 110i
(e.g., client 1104) retransmits all data it receives on a
byte-by-byte basis to a next client 110i+1 (i.e., client 1105).
The last client in the loop (i.e., client 110N=8) transmits
all data back to host 105. Thus in FIG. 1, host 105 always
transmits data to client 1101 and receives from client
1108. Battery electronics system 100 does not require
any particular connection order for battery modules, in-
dependent of the potential (e.g., the modules need not
be connected in pack voltage order). Daisy-chain loops
as used in conventional parlance includes wiring
schemes in which multiple devices are wired together in
a sequence or ring. As used herein, daisy-chain includes
such wiring schemes, as well as other circular/se-
quenced wiring schemes in which digital data is regen-
erated or modified and analog signals are processed to
counteract attenuation.
[0018] FIG. 2 illustrates a connections schematic for
battery electronics system 100. The connections archi-
tecture for battery electronics system 100 includes five
wires, each wire is terminated at each client 110x. These
five wires include: a first serial data wire 205, a second
serial data wire 210 (for redundancy), an isolated power
wire 215, an isolated ground wire 220, and a fault wire
225. Applications not requiring fault tolerance and redun-
dant transmission methods use a minimum of three
wires: power, ground, and serial data. Thus four logical
wires connect each client (actually five wires are used
because of the serial data redundancy). Host 105 and
clients 110x reliably transmit data over these wires in the
presence of substantial EMI with each client powered by
its associated battery module. Each battery module is
part of a larger potential stack and has a different local
ground than other battery modules. In the EV there is
significant electrical switching noise, such as from a driv-
er inverter, that creates the substantial EMI having three
forms: switching transients, differential mode noise, and
common mode noise.
[0019] Host 105 includes a digital signal processor
(DSP) that is able to act as a universal asynchronous
receiver/transmitter (UART) master. This DSP also de-
termines the behavior of the battery, calculates a state

of charge, and other battery metrics and conditions. Cli-
ents 110x and the communications bus are some of the
peripherals that the DSP employs to determine the cor-
rect behavior.
[0020] In the discussion herein a reference is made to
a number of wires or wire count. Reduced wire count is
not just desirable because of reduced component cost
and decreased manufacturing costs, but also because
of reliability. While FIG. 2 illustrates battery electronics
system 100 having wire loops, these loops are actually
collections of series of wire segments and connections
that extend between host 105 and client 1101, between
each client 110x. and client 110x+1, and between client
110N and host 105. These wires have at least two points
of connection per wire segment, if not more. Connec-
tions, whether using a connector or some joining tech-
nique (e.g., crimping), introduces points of potential fail-
ure having a greater risk of failure as compared to the
possibility that the wire itself may fail. Each wire that is
eliminated therefore can potentially increase reliability by
a significant amount. Any wire that is added must be care-
fully considered.
[0021] FIG. 3 illustrates a general schematic of com-
ponents included with each client 110x. Client 110x in-
cludes a printed circuit board (PCB) 305 having a proc-
essor 310 (e.g., a commodity 8-bit microcontroller, or a
microprocessor, or the like), an ASIC 315, and a set of
isolators 320 that decouple on-board and off-board sig-
nals. PCB 305 includes a number of wire/connection trac-
es that interconnect the components. The interconnec-
tions are taken to be reliable in this application so that
the redundancy of the serial data wires is not replicated
on PCB 305. Incoming first serial data wire 205 and sec-
ond serial data wire 210 are joined together on PCB 305
for processing. Outgoing first serial data wire 205 and
second serial data wire 210 are separated on board PCB
305 and then routed out to a downstream device (e.g.,
host 105 or another client 110x+1). Each PCB 305 is as-
sociated with, and part of, a battery module. Electronics
on-board PCB 305 are powered by energy available from
the associated battery module. Some interface elements
that are part of PCB 305 are powered from host 105 as
further described herein.
[0022] Processor 310 manages communications for
client 110x. ASIC 315 includes an analog-digital convert-
er (ADC) that measures voltages, temperatures, and oth-
er values for each battery module, and it turns on a bleed
switch when commanded. It also contains secondary
hardware overvoltage/undervoltage protection. This pro-
tection directly triggers a local fault indication/signal with
no interaction with processor 310.
[0023] Processor 310 includes a universal asynchro-
nous receiver/transmitter (UART) and is used to imple-
ment serial data communications with host 105 and cli-
ents 110x. UART is broadly adopted in commodity mi-
crocontrollers and does not require a separate clock sig-
nal which helps further maintain a reduced wire count
and reduced costs.
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[0024] Each client 110x includes a set of isolators 320
that decouple information transfer between client-client
transfers and client-host transfers without a common
ground reference. PCB 305 includes four isolators 320,
one for each of inbound serial data (both 205(in) and
210(in) are merged and coupled to a data-in signal trace
325 on PCB 305), outbound serial data (both 205(out) and
210(out) are merged and coupled to a data-out signal trace
330 on PCB 305), power wire 215, and fault wire 225.
Some embodiments may reduce this wire count further,
such as by modulating the data signal or the fault signal
on top of the power on power wire 215. Some techniques
such as, for example, data whitening, permit toggling of
the serial data line at a constant enough rate to supply
power to communications side 335 of isolators 320.
[0025] Isolators 320 as implemented are digital isola-
tors that modulate a signal at a very high frequency
(>100MHz) to produce a high frequency AC signal. The
digital isolator passes this AC signal over a capacitor or
an inductor and achieves the desired isolated communi-
cation. Optical isolators are used in some embodiments
when the design is not as sensitive to cost and power
concerns.
[0026] Isolators 320 thus isolate a communications
side 335 from a local side 340. Communications side 335
of every client 110x are all referenced to the same ground
using ground wire 220. Local side 340 is referenced to a
ground of the associated battery module supporting PCB
305. Isolators 320 thus transfer information between two
different voltage domains (a communications domain in-
cluding other devices of battery electronics system 100
coupled to communications side 335) and a local domain
including devices of PCB 305 coupled to local side 340).
Isolators 320 have a characteristic of being tolerant of
these domains moving (electrically) relative to each oth-
er. An amount of common-mode voltage slew that isola-
tors 320 must withstand varies by application. In this
case, isolators 320 are able to withstand ∼20kV/mS of
common-mode slew before data transfer between the
domains is at risk of corruption.
[0027] One way that isolators 320 achieve the desired
voltage isolation is that they are built using multi-chip-
module (MCM) manufacturing techniques which embed
multiple semiconductor dies into one substrate and pack-
age. Physical differences between the multiple dies of
isolator 320 promote the voltage isolation. ASIC 315 can
be built using MCM manufacturing techniques. In some
embodiments of the present invention, the semiconduc-
tor die or dies used for isolator 320 are embedded into
the substrate and package of ASIC 315 to further reduce
use of external components while achieving desired lev-
els of noise immunity.
[0028] As noted above, the general transmission pro-
tocol is for host 105 to initiate all communications by
sending commands over the unidirectional daisy-
chained serial data loops. Further, each client 110x re-
transmits every received command as well as all data
responses to those commands that have been transmit-

ted from downstream clients 110y, y<x. Each client may
also have a response of its own to transmit as well. Bat-
tery electronics system 100 requires a scheme to identify
data packets as the UART does not have a built-in mech-
anism to frame a beginning and end of data packets.
[0029] Each client 110x implements the UART to re-
ceive and transmit these commands and responses. The
responses, just like the commands, are streams of re-
sponse data that will periodically include a series of bytes
that could be interpreted as a command. Battery elec-
tronics system 100 must implement an easy, low-re-
source structure and method to detect beginnings and
ends of a packet.
[0030] A simple mechanism that may be used in the
present context is to use a sustained period of complete
silence as a mark for the beginning of a packet. Isolators
320 are designed to inhibit spurious bytes from being
induced on a data wire due to electrical noise. Therefore
when host 105 is not transmitting and all clients 110x
have re-transmitted all commands and responses, the
data wire is dependably completely silent. The length of
time that is required for a command to be circulated from
host 105 through all clients 110x is a reference period
used for this period of silence. Host 105 easily frames
commands by simply waiting for a previous command to
complete before sending a subsequent command.
[0031] Clients 110x also use the period of silence. FIG.
4 illustrates a flowchart of a client response process 400
to received serial data. Process 400 includes steps
405-435. Process 400 begins with a test at step 405 to
determine whether any data is being received. Without
receiving data, process 400 loops and repeats the test
at step 405 while assessing a length of time for which no
data has been received. However, when the test at step
405 is true (and there is received data), process 400 ad-
vances to a step 410 to retransmit the received data.
After step 410, process 400 performs a test at step 415
to determine whether the measured silence period for
data receipt met the predetermined length of time thresh-
old. When the test at step 415 is negative, process 400
returns to step 405 and waits for received data.
[0032] However when the test at step 415 is true, proc-
ess 400 decodes the first byte at step 420. A subsequent
test at step 425 determines whether the decoded first
byte, which will be an address when the received data is
a properly formed command, matches the stored address
associated with the client. That is, does the first byte sug-
gest that the received data is a command for this specific
client. When the test at step 425 is negative, process 400
returns to step 405 to wait for received data. When the
test at step 425 is true, process 400 decodes the next
byte or two at step 430 to decode the command. There-
after process 400 performs step 435 to process the com-
mand, which may require additional bytes of data and
may result in the client adding a response to the received
data. After step 435, process 400 returns to step 405 and
waits for additional data.
[0033] There are other mechanisms that battery elec-
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tronics system 100 could implement for packet framing,
including byte stuffing to mark a specific byte as a start-
of-frame delimiter and prevent that particular byte from
appearing in real data. Byte stuffing would be advanta-
geous in allowing commands to be pipelined on the com-
munications bus and increase bus utilization. However
doing so requires more processing by the processors of
host 105 and clients 110x.
[0034] In communications systems that have a host
issuing commands to clients over a bus, it is common to
introduce a signaling system so the host can determine
whether the clients have properly detected and decoded
the commands that have been issued. One mechanism
to do this includes use of acknowledge/not acknowledge
(ACK/NAK) responses that the clients provide after re-
ceiving a command. In the present context that includes
a host sending broadcast messages for all clients, it be-
comes difficult to manage multiple clients all transmitting
ACK/NAK at the same time.
[0035] Battery electronics system 100 implements a
simple loopback error detection mechanism. The proto-
col that is used has each client re-transmit received com-
mands and responses allowing the host to confirm that
all clients have properly detected and decoded the com-
mands. In response to a command, all the clients se-
quentially re-transmit that command until the final client
re-transmits the command back to the host. Host 105
compares the received command to the command it
transmitted. When there is a byte-by-byte match, host
105 concludes that every client 110x saw the command
as it was sent. No ACK/NAK handshaking is used.
[0036] Battery electronics system 100 requires that
each and every client 110x have a unique address so
host 105 can unambiguously reference it with a com-
mand. Manufacturing an EV having multiple modules as
part of an energy storage system is simplified when bat-
tery modules may be physically installed with as few re-
quirements and constraints as possible. Therefore it is
preferred that manufacturing not predetermine and set
addresses as the modules are installed or that manufac-
turing not worry about module connection order. There-
fore the host and clients determine the addresses at runt-
ime. This can be a challenge as host 105 does not have
any specific addresses to use when assigning address-
es.
[0037] Battery electronics system 100 provides a so-
lution that includes having each client 110x start with an
address "0" when powered on. Battery electronics sys-
tem 100 considers any client 110x with an address of "0"
as being "unaddressed." The first byte (of 8 bits) of any
packet is an address byte. Two bits of the address byte
(e.g., the first and second bits) are reserved. One re-
served bit is a read/write bit and the other reserved bit is
an illegal address bit. The remaining bits provide for a
maximum of 62 different useable addresses and thus 62
uniquely addressable clients 110x. The following enu-
meration process (assigning non-illegal addresses to all
clients 110x) uses the general operational transmission

rules with one exception. That exception not requiring,
under a very special set of conditions, that client 110x
exactly retransmit received data.
[0038] FIG. 5 illustrates an address byte 500 used in
battery electronics system 100. A first bit 505 is the re-
served illegal address bit and a second bit 510 is the
reserved read/write bit. Six low-order bits 515 are the
address bits of address byte 500. The six bits (000000)
- (111111) represent 63 different addresses, with the ad-
dress (000000) reserved for enumeration leaving 62 op-
erational addresses (000001) - (111111).
[0039] FIG. 6 illustrates a packet 600 having 4 bytes
used in battery electronics system 100 during enumera-
tion. (Packets may have differing arrangements and
numbers of bytes in other embodiments.) Packet 600 in-
cludes a first byte 605 that is an address byte (e.g., ad-
dress byte 500 shown in FIG. 5), a register byte 610, a
payload byte 615, and a CRC byte 620.
[0040] FIG. 7 illustrates a sequence 700 of address
enumeration transmissions initiated by host 105. Host
105 initially sends an enumeration packet 705, and it ar-
rives at a client 110x over first serial data wire 205. Enu-
meration packet 705 includes an address of (000000)
with the illegal address bit and read/write bits both set to
(0). (This is represented in hexadecimal as (0x00).) Also
illustrated in FIG. 7 are a "before" address register BAR
and an "after address" register AAR. These show the
value of an internal memory that each client 110x uses
to determine its address.
[0041] In response to receipt of a packet (e.g., enu-
meration packet 705) from host 105, each client operates
using process 400 of FIG. 4. A first client 110x that has
an address matching (000000) decodes the remaining
bytes which are used to set the desired unique address
for client 110x. In this case, host 105 is changing the
address of client 110x from (000000) to (000011) which
is also represented as 0x03. The BAR for client 110x is
shown as 0x00 and the AAR is 0x03 reflecting this
change.
[0042] Normally client 110x would retransmit the re-
ceived packet to client 110x+1, but doing so would result
in client 110x+1 also having an address of 0x03. To pre-
vent this, in this special case client 110x retransmits a
modified enumeration packet 710. Modified enumeration
packet 710 is exactly like enumeration packet 705 except
that the illegal address bit is set high. Thus address byte
500 is changed from (00000000) to (10000000) which is
also shown as a change from 0x00 to 0x80. Client 110x+1
will decode the address of modified enumeration packet
710 as (000000) which matches its address, but because
the illegal address bit is set, client 110x+1 ignores this
packet transmission and does not change its address.
Client 110x+1 simply retransmits modified enumeration
packet 710 exactly as it was received. BAR and AAR for
client 110x+1 are both shown as 0x00.
[0043] This enumeration process is repeated for each
client 110x, with addresses assigned in the order of their
connection on the daisy-chain loop. Host 105 eventually
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receives a loopback in response to the transmitted enu-
meration packet 705. As long as host 105 receives mod-
ified enumeration packet 710 in response, host 105 con-
firms that a client 110x acted upon the enumeration pack-
et 705.
[0044] Battery electronics system 100, configured in
this way, operates with a latency that is a potential limi-
tation for the number N clients 110N. Every client 110x
receives a full byte before transmission, therefore there
is a minimum of one byte-time (time to transmit one byte
at a chosen baud rate) of latency per client. For a read
command that is three bytes, host 105 must wait N+3
byte-times before receiving a first byte of the response.
Some applications may be limited by this latency as N
increases.
[0045] FIG. 8 illustrates a detailed general schematic
of a signal transmission portion of a fault signaling sub-
system for battery electronics system 100. As noted
above, battery electronics system 100 includes fault wire
225 to achieve high safety system reliability. Each battery
module is provided with a mechanism, through its battery
module board, to generate a fault signal. This fault signal
provides a redundant hardware path with respect to data
transmission to cause the EV to respond appropriately
in the case of a detected fault of the energy storage sys-
tem or one of its components. Fault wire 225 is a shared
fault wire distributing the on-board fault signal to battery
electronics system 100. Fault wire 225 uses the circular
topology of the daisy-chain bus to provide a dual redun-
dant fault path from each client 110x to host 105.
[0046] Each of the N clients 110 must be able to trans-
mit its fault signal to host 105, and do so reliably. In this
example any individual fault signal generated by any cli-
ent 110x is a sufficient condition to alert host 105 of a
fault state, therefore the signaling medium must allow for
a "wired OR" summation of all the individual fault signals
from all clients 110x. To improve robustness in case of
physical damage, the signaling medium provides two in-
dependent paths to host 105 from each client 110x.
[0047] In actual implementation, fault wire 225 is in-
stalled in a connector and that connector is used to phys-
ically attach to the battery module board hosting a client
110. Wires are joined to the connector using a crimp ter-
minal. It is sometimes the case that desired levels of re-
liability and costs are not achieved by using a single crimp
terminal to join two or more conductors/wires. To improve
reliability and reduce costs, there is a limitation that no
more than a single conductor/wire is associated with any
crimp terminal which means that each connector circuit
cannot be associated with more than one signal conduc-
tor.
[0048] To meet all these requirements and connect
multiple fault signals to a fault wire 225, battery electron-
ics system 100 uses "open collector" signaling for a fault
signal transmitter 805 (shown as a transmitter channel
in isolator 320). With open collector signaling, each fault
signal transmitter 805 is capable of sinking current from
a signal conductor (e.g., fault wire 225) to ground, but is

incapable of sourcing current into the signal conductor.
In an IDLE state (no fault signals are active), fault wire
225 is maintained at a positive power supply potential,
such as by using one or more pull-up resistors 810.
[0049] For example, these resistors 810 would be cho-
sen to have a value such that the current flowing through
them when a potential equal to the daisy-chain supply
voltage is applied to them is close to but less than the
minimum guaranteed output current of fault signal trans-
mitters 805. This allows fault signal transmitters 805 to
reliably drive fault wire 225 but provides as much margin
for noise current rejection as possible: the larger the cur-
rent necessary to cause a given voltage drop across re-
sistors 810, the smaller the voltage induced by a given
noise current. For battery electronics system 100, the
parallel combination of the pull-up resistors is
2.375kOhms, which causes approximately 2mA of cur-
rent to flow when the supply voltage potential of 5V is
applied across resistor 810. The maximum rated output
current of fault signal transmitters 805 is 4mA, leaving
enough margin to ensure that fault signal transmitters
805 reach their intended output voltage under all condi-
tions.
[0050] Care must be taken in order to guarantee proper
digital signaling margins under all conditions so as to not
generate false fault indications while being responsive
to any actual fault signal to reliably signal the fault state
using fault wire 225. For example, fault signal transmitter
805 may not be an open collector transmitter. One way
to convert it for open collector operation is to use a diode
815 in series with an output of fault signal transmitter
805. Having a cathode of diode 815 coupled to this output
and an anode coupled to fault wire 225, low voltage on
the output of fault signal transmitter 805 tends to pull fault
wire 225 towards ground, signaling a fault to host 105. A
sum of a maximum diode forward voltage at the worst
case pull-up resistor current plus the maximum guaran-
teed output voltage of fault signal transmitter 805 at the
same current is less than a maximum input low voltage
of receivers at host 105 which are intended to receive
the fault signal.
[0051] FIG. 9 illustrates a detailed general schematic
of a redundancy portion of a fault signaling subsystem
for battery electronics system 100. Conceptually fault
wire 225 achieves redundancy using a circular topology,
following the topology of a daisy-chain loop from the host
to all the clients and back to the host. The daisy-chain
loop begins and ends at host 105 with fault wire 225 doing
the same. Host 105 includes a first fault receiver 905 and
a second fault receiver 910 for receiving the fault signal.
A break at any one point in fault wire 225 creates two
portions and interrupts only one of the signal paths, a
second signal path to one of the fault receivers of host
105 always exists. Each fault receiver is provided with
pull-up resistor 810 to ensure that each portion of fault
wire 225 assumes the correct IDLE potential when none
of the connected fault signal transmitters 805 are active.
When there is no break, the pair of pull-up resistors 810
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exist in parallel on fault wire 225 and are accounted for
during operation.
[0052] The design constraint described herein con-
cerning mechanical joins using crimp terminals means
that a single wire cannot be literally extended in a com-
plete circuit and make the necessary connections. Thus,
fault wire 225 is perhaps more properly described as a
fault path and is created using numerous single wire seg-
ments 915. Each PCB 305 supporting client 110x in-
cludes a daisy-chain connector 920 and the wire seg-
ments 915 span that part of the daisy-chain which runs
between adjacent daisy-chain connectors 920. Each dai-
sy-chain connector 920 includes a pair of crimp terminals
925, each joins to an end of a wire segment 915. For
client 110x, one crimp terminal joins to wire segment 915
extending to client 110x-1 and one crimp terminal joins to
wire segment 915 extending to client 110x+1. These seg-
ments are each joined together using metal traces of PCB
305 coupled to daisy-chain connector 920. Without this
built-in redundancy , the mechanical connector design
constraints could be problematic as a fault signal origi-
nating at any client 110x must enter and exit all interme-
diate clients 110x to get to host 105. Given that mechan-
ical connectors are a common point of failure for electrical
systems, the use of multiple wire segments 915 could
subject the fault signal to multiple mechanical connec-
tions in series. The implemented redundancy reduces
the attendant risks in this implementation.
[0053] The aforementioned redundancy does not pro-
tect against progressive degradation of the mechanical
connections in the battery pack which may lead to
multipoint failure of the harness, so host 105 must have
a mechanism for detecting a single point failure of the
fault signaling path and responding appropriately (e.g.,
preventing continued operation of the vehicle) if the fault
signaling redundancy is broken. Since host 105 includes
two separate fault receivers (receiver 905 and receiver
910), each of which should be able to detect a fault signal
from any of the clients 110x, host 105 may execute a self-
test sequence to verify the signaling redundancy. Since
the clients 110x may be commanded to activate the fault
signal manually via the daisy-chain data signals, host
105 can activate each fault signal of each client 110x in
turn and verify that both of the fault receivers detect the
fault signal. Only one client 110x need be activated to
ensure the integrity of the redundant fault signaling wire
all the way around its circular path, but activating each
of the clients 110x will further test each of the fault signal
transmitters 805, and guarantee that the fault signaling
path is intact from each fault signal transmitter 805 to
both receiver 905 and receiver 910.
[0054] All the signal paths (i.e., serial data, power, and
fault) are routed through an environment having large
changes in current in very short periods of time as is
common for a high voltage battery. Such an environment
requires care when that route includes a circular signal
path as is implemented in battery electronics system 100.
The rapid current changes with respect to time create

changing magnetic fields that induce electromotive forc-
es (EMFs) in any conductor that encloses a finite area.
The EMF, without proper care, can cause undesired cur-
rent to flow in signal conductors or disrupt signals which
are encoded as voltages. A conventional solution for
EMF environments provides for use of differential signals
for communication as they are unaffected by induced
EMF.
[0055] FIG. 10 illustrates a detailed general schematic
of an interference rejection portion of a fault signaling
subsystem for battery electronics system 100. Signaling
in battery electronics system 100 does not use true dif-
ferential signaling as that term is commonly understood.
Fault in battery electronics system 100 is transmitted re-
liably using a single circularly routed conductor in spite
of induced EMF by making the fault signal differential
with respect to the power and ground conductors. Isolat-
ed power wire 215 and isolated ground wire 220 follow
the same path through the battery environment as fault
wire 225. This means that these signal paths experience
the same added EMF as fault wire 225.
[0056] Battery electronics system 100 includes a dai-
sy-chain isolator 1005 that defines and decouples a first
end 1010 of the daisy-chain loop from a second end 1015
of the daisy-chain loop. Daisy-chain isolator 1005 is a
high frequency isolator (e.g., a pair of inductors, chokes,
or the like) that allows induced EMFs to create a potential
difference between first end 1010 and second end 1015.
That potential difference does not cause disruptive cur-
rent to flow in the daisy-chain loop because of the high-
frequency isolation.
[0057] This potential difference without due consider-
ation could be disruptive of digital signaling. In battery
electronics system 100, digital transmitters and digital
receivers used at first end 1010 and second end 1015
are referenced to only power and ground potentials
present at their respective ends, both ends powered by
an isolated power source (e.g., an isolated DC-DC con-
verter 1020) as further described below. Further, the dig-
ital transmitters and receivers have no connection to the
other end of the daisy-chain loop. For example, a digital
receiver 10251 for first end 1010 is electrically separated
from a digital receiver 10252 for second end 1015. The
signaling circuits of battery electronics system 100 all
include a signal wire (e.g., fault wire 225) and a reference
potential derived for a reference circuit. In this context, a
reference circuit means those power and ground circuits
supplying the relevant transmitter and receiver. Such sig-
naling circuits of battery electronics system 100 do not
experience any disruptive potential from the EMFs
present because the induced EMFs cause any potential
to be added equally to a potential of the signal wire and
a potential of the reference circuit.
[0058] In battery electronics system 100, each end of
the daisy-chain loop is connected to the remainder of the
host 105 circuitry by a separate digital isolator, whose
receivers and transmitters are allowed to assume the
same reference potential as their respective ends of the
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daisy-chain, and which serve to translate the received
and transmitted signals of the daisy-chain loop to and
from the common reference potential of the remainder
of host 105 circuitry. The daisy-chain ends of these digital
isolators are powered by the daisy-chain power and
ground signals, and the other ends are powered by the
common host power and ground signals used by the re-
mainder of the host circuitry.
[0059] FIG. 11 illustrates an alternate configuration for
host 105 from that shown in FIG. 10 which adds a filter
1105 at each end of the daisy-chain loop. In FIG. 10,
under some conditions it is possible for spurious poten-
tials to appear on fault wire 225 with respect to the ref-
erence circuit. Such spurious potentials can be attributed
to many different causes but is possibly some type of
capacitive coupling. Filter 1105 helps to reject such spu-
rious potentials and is preferably implemented as some
type of low pass filter. Some implementations may find
that a simple RC low pass filter is sufficient, while for
other implementations, a different filter may be necessary
or desirable. Other filter types for filter 1105 may include
some form of Pi filter to help address any high frequency
signals appearing on fault wire 225 via capacitive cou-
pling.
[0060] FIG. 10 also illustrates power distribution for
battery electronics system 100. The disclosed daisy-
chain bus uses active digital circuitry at each client 110x
for voltage isolation. PCB 305 of each client 110x of the
disclosed embodiment includes isolators 320 that are im-
plemented as a packaged digital isolator semiconductor
device solution (e.g., "chips" or integrated devices and
the like). Battery electronics system 100 must distribute
power to each client 110x in order to operate isolators
320. Battery electronics system 100 implements a simple
5V DC distribution bus.
[0061] The daisy-chain bus uses galvanic isolation be-
tween the data transmission medium and nodes originat-
ing the data (i.e., host 105 and clients 110x) therefore a
mechanism must be provided to power the "floating" por-
tions of each isolator 320. In FIG. 3, isolator 320 includes
a communications portion 335 (this is the floating portion)
and a local portion 340. The local portion is powered by
local power sources available to each battery module or
host. Communications portion 335 needs to be powered
by a "floating" power source. A convenient form for such
a power source is isolated DC-DC converter 1020. As
shown, one isolated DC-DC converter 1020 is used to
power all nodes which requires that conductors be used
to distribute the requisite power to all nodes. An alterna-
tive would be to install a DC-DC converter at each node
and power each node separately.
[0062] Using the single isolated DC-DC converter
1020 requires installation and routing of power wire 215
and ground wire 220 in a daisy-chain loop to each node.
These wires are subject to the same mechanical design
constraints, and potential EMI issues as described herein
in the context of installation and routing of fault wire 225.
Similarly to the distribution of fault wire 225, each wire is

actually implemented as a single path rather than a single
conductor. There is a power path and a ground path,
each path made up of spanning wire segments joined to
daisy-chain connectors 920 using crimp terminals 925.
Conductive traces on PCB 305 split and route power and
ground to each isolator 320.
[0063] The daisy-chain topology for the power and
ground paths provides redundancy and EMI robustness
similarly to the discussion of the fault path of the daisy-
chain loop. A single break does not disable power and
ground connections for the nodes. Daisy-chain isolator
1005 alleviates any concerns regarding EMF-induced
current flow.
[0064] However, in certain circumstances, adding dai-
sy-chain isolator 1005 can result in unwanted behavior.
Specifically, the daisy-chain bus as a whole and the pow-
er conductors in particular can act as a single-ended
transmission line with respect to the surrounding metallic
elements of the battery and battery enclosure. Terminat-
ing first end 1010 and second end 1015 of this transmis-
sion line into a high impedance element such as an daisy-
chain isolator 1005 changes the modal structure of the
transmission line, and opens up a lowest-order standing
wave resonant mode at half of the frequency of that ex-
perienced by a transmission line whose ends are termi-
nated to each other. Specifically, the lowest order stand-
ing wave mode that can exist on a circular transmission
line consists of a sine wave of current (or potential) which
exhibits one complete period of spatial oscillation around
the complete circuit of the transmission line: this wave
will have a temporal frequency equal to the single ended
frequency-dependent propagation velocity of the trans-
mission line at the frequency of resonance divided by the
length of the line. A linear unterminated transmission line,
on the other hand, can experience a standing wave mode
where current (or potential) exhibits a half-period of spa-
tial oscillation over the length of the line. This mode has
a temporal frequency equal to the frequency dependent
propagation velocity of the single-ended mode of the line
at the resonant frequency divided by twice the length of
the line.
[0065] If the mutual inductance of the data transmis-
sion conductors of the daisy-chain bus with respect to
the power conductors considered as a whole were equal
to the self-inductance of the power conductors, then the
potential gradients experienced by the power conductors
during undriven oscillations of the daisy-chain terminated
with high impedance in the above described mode would
be matched by identical potential gradients along the da-
ta conductors, and no interfering potentials would be in-
troduced into the data signaling circuit. Unfortunately,
since this is not the case, the data conductors will expe-
rience smaller potential gradients, and those data sign-
aling circuits closest to the current maximum of the res-
onance (the potential gradient maximum, which occurs
in the middle of the linear transmission line’s lowest
mode) will experience induced potentials at the rate of
the modal oscillation. These potentials, if large enough,
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could disrupt digital signaling. Since the lower frequency
rate of oscillation of the linear transmission line’s 1 st
order mode will be closer to the signal frequency and
hence harder to reject via filtering than the 1 st order
mode of the circular transmission line’s resonance, it may
be necessary to add damping to the above described
resonant mode of the daisy-chain if inductors are added
to reduce EMF-induced current flow. This can be accom-
plished by inserting resistors in parallel with the inductors
or chokes, connecting one end of the daisy-chain to the
other and hence bleeding energy from the 1st (and all
other odd order) resonant mode(s) when the potential
difference is at its maximum. This damping effect could
also be had by adding distributed or bulk series resist-
ance at other points along the power conductors of the
daisy-chain: but since the object of the power conductors
is to distribute DC power across a distance, added series
resistance would interfere with their function. In practice,
the signaling rate of battery electronics system 100 is low
enough that added damping is not necessary, since the
lowpass filters that battery electronics system 100 insert
between each daisy-chain data conductor and its asso-
ciated data receiver are sufficient to reject the oscillatory
potentials associated with the resonance mode de-
scribed above. However, for longer daisy-chains or sys-
tems requiring higher signaling rates, such damping may
prove advantageous.
[0066] FIG. 12 illustrates a detailed schematic diagram
of an oscillation damping portion of the power distribution
implementation for client 110X. This oscillation damping
mechanism addresses a different type of parasitic oscil-
lation which may arise in a power bus, namely differential
oscillation of the two power conductors with respect to
each other. In some cases, a distributed reactance in the
transmission lines (e.g., power wire 215 and ground wire
220, here modeled as Lp) may transmit differential volt-
age oscillations between power wire 215 and ground wire
220. Such oscillations involve current flowing between
many decoupling capacitors (represented as CDC) asso-
ciated with isolators 320. A damping resistance (RD)
1205 is added in series between each digital isolator 320
and power wire 215. Damping resistance 1205 dampens
the oscillatory current associated with any parasitic trans-
mission lines. An added benefit of damping resistance
1205 is that it prevents brief induced transients from
reaching isolators 320 which protects them from potential
sources of damage.
[0067] FIG. 13 illustrates a detail schematic diagram
of a wake portion of client 110x. As discussed herein,
isolator 320 addresses electrical noise and communica-
tion between potential deltas in battery electronics sys-
tem 100. Isolator 320 has a drawback in the present ap-
plication in that it, when active, consumes power even
when no data is actively being transmitted. To reduce
power consumption, and improve battery standby life,
local side of client 110x switches "OFF" the power it pro-
vides to isolator 320 when no data is being transacted.
Consequently host 105 must have a mechanism to com-

mand client 110x to restore local power when communi-
cations are desired. That mechanism for determining a
status of a host-provided power request signal is referred
to herein as "WAKE." Client 110x periodically restores
power so dedicated logic circuitry on the client can poll
the power request signal to determine whether host 105
desires to initiate communications. Local power is re-
stored for short intervals. This ON/OFF cycle for isolator
320 is chosen to reduce an average power consumption
to as low as possible without sacrificing required perform-
ance.
[0068] Client 110x includes a pulse generator 1305 that
provides a polling signal. When communication with host
105 is not active, the polling signal determines a status
of local power to isolator 320. Periodically pulse gener-
ator 1305 asserts the polling signal (e.g., signal is turned
"ON"). When asserted, the polling signal restores power
to local side 340 of isolator 320, enabling all transmitters
and receivers. When not asserted (e.g., signal is turned
"OFF"), local power is interrupted which disables all
transmitters and receivers.
[0069] A two-input logic-OR device 1310 (e.g., an "OR"
gate) has a first input coupled to the polling signal of pulse
generator 1305 and an output coupled to the power-en-
abling input of isolator 320. When the output of device
1310 is asserted, isolator 320 is enabled and when the
output of device 1310 is not asserted, isolator 320 is dis-
abled. Whenever the polling signal from pulse generator
1305 is asserted, the output of device 1310 is asserted.
[0070] Isolator 320 includes a wake receiver channel
1315 that is coupled to a WAKE signal from host 105. (In
the preferred embodiment, power wire 215 is coupled to
an input of wake receiver channel 1315 with the signal
level of power wire 215 serving as the WAKE signal.) An
output of wake receiver channel 1315 is provided to a
second input of device 1310. Whenever the output of
wake receiver channel 1315 is asserted, the output of
device 1310 is asserted. Two conditions must be true for
the output of wake receiver channel 1315 to be asserted:
1) the WAKE signal must be asserted by host 105, and
2) wake receiver channel 1315 must be enabled. When
wake receiver channel 1315 is disabled, the only way to
assert the output of device 1310 is for the polling signal
to be asserted. When wake receiver channel 1315 is en-
abled, assertion of either the polling signal or assertion
of the WAKE signal from host 105 enables wake receiver
channel 1315. Enabling wake receiver channel 1315 en-
ables all channels of isolator 320, and once enabled, host
105 maintains power to isolator 320 for as long as it as-
serts the WAKE signal. Deassertion of the WAKE signal
returns control of the status of power for isolators 320 to
individual clients 110x which maintain isolators 320 active
for brief periods to maintain power consumption at a min-
imum while periodically powering up isolator 320 to check
on the status of the WAKE signal. By knowing the max-
imum OFF period of the polling signal, host 105 need
only maintain the WAKE signal active for this duration to
ensure that all isolators 320 in battery electronics system
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100 are enabled and ready to transmit and receive data.
[0071] Fault cannot operate at all if the WAKE signal
is not asserted by host 105. The reason that this is ac-
ceptable it that host 105, in this application, has only one
response measure that it can take when the fault signal
is asserted: (e.g., it can open the HV switches and dis-
connect the HV battery chain from the outside environ-
ment). The programming of the hardware and software
of host 105 guarantees that it cannot close these HV
switches in the first place unless it can communicate with
the battery modules, and it can’t do that unless the WAKE
signal has been successfully asserted. So in short, when
the WAKE signal is de-asserted, battery host 105 has no
access to the fault signals of the individual modules: but
the host has then already placed the battery in the safest
state that it can attain, so the presence of that fault signal
would not allow the battery to exhibit any useful safety
behavior that it does not already exhibit. As an alternate
implementation, the fault signal could be combined with
the polling signal to turn on the local-side of isolator 320
whenever fault is asserted. This would lower the latency
of host 105 receiving the fault signal when it turns on
daisy-chain power. However, it would increase power
consumption of the module in a fault state. Since under-
voltage is one potential fault state, this could lead to
quicker overdischarge of battery modules. Furthermore,
the fault state would still not be present at host 105 until
the host turns on daisy-chain power, applying power to
the communication-side of the isolators.
[0072] The WAKE signal from host 105 may be more
generally used to control other circuitry of client 110x. For
example, a regulator 1320 is coupled to the output of
wake receiver channel 1315. When regulator 1320 has
a particular state (for instance, when an Enable input
contained by that regulator and connected to wake re-
ceiver channel 1315 is driven to a logically true state),
processor 310 is powered on, and when regulator 1320
does not have the particular state, processor 310 is pow-
ered off. In this way, the wake signal has complete control
over the power state of processor 310. Host 105 can
immediately power down processor 310 by de-asserting
the WAKE signal. Power to processor 310 is restored
whenever isolator 320 is enabled and the WAKE signal
is asserted. In some embodiments, wake functionality is
integrated into other components, such as for example,
into isolator 320.
[0073] Battery electronics system 100 includes fea-
tures for increased reliability in the high energy switching
environment of an EV. One of those features is strategic
and effective redundancy of signal and power connec-
tions. Detection of failure of a redundant path is desirable.
Battery electronics system 100 performs wire break de-
tection on the FAULT signal only by self-testing fault wire
225 at vehicle startup. Some embodiments will imple-
ment continuous monitoring of some or all broken wire
failures.
[0074] Adding a redundant signal or power conduction
path can increase the reliability of a system. In a naïve

analysis, replacing a connection with a failure rate of η
with a parallel combination of two identical connections
with the same failure rate will result in a total failure rate
of η2. However, this analysis is based on the assumption
of zero correlation between failure events, and Poisso-
nian occurrence. In reality, failure events are not uncor-
related, and often arise from common causes at certain
points in time. Such causes might include increased hu-
midity, condensation, coolant leaks, sealing failure, pe-
riods of excessive vibration, clustered manufacturing
process failures, and the like. Many of these failure caus-
es could lead to both halves of a dual redundant system
failing within a short time interval of each other, leading
to a combined failure rate much closer to η than to η2.
However, it is still likely that the failure events will not
occur at exactly the same time. By detecting failure of
the redundancy before both paths have succumbed to
the failure, battery electronics system 100 is able to pre-
vent further operation of the vehicle or signal to the driver
that a repair is necessary before a dangerous spontane-
ous loss of function event can occur. Since battery elec-
tronics system 100 relies on dual conduction paths for a
signal or power current in order to achieve redundancy,
implemented methods of wire break detection (which
here includes failure of mechanical connector terminals
as well) rely on a pre-existent or additional auxiliary test
current flowing through the circuit to be monitored to de-
tect increases in the circuit resistance, caused by broken
or degraded conduction paths. These increases manifest
as a voltage change, which can be easily detected. The
circuit topologies used by battery electronics system 100
feature low component count and implementation cost.
[0075] There are three types of conductors that battery
electronics system 100 monitors for redundancy failure:
a) data signals (e.g., first serial data wire 205), b) FAULT
signal conductor (i.e., fault wire 225), and c) power con-
ductors (e.g., POWER wire 215).
[0076] The basic dual-redundant data signaling path
consists of two electrically parallel wires running from a
transmitter to a receiver. Because these signals contain
information over a moderately large range of frequencies
(data is transmitted at ~1Mbps), they need to present a
relatively controlled impedance to the transmitter and re-
ceiver circuits for proper operation. Even though each
data signal path itself is a single wire, battery electronics
system 100 forms a differential data signal path by ref-
erence to a parallel power conductor. The differential da-
ta signal paths formed by each data conductor and its
associated power conductor should be minimally linked
by any changing magnetic fields present in the battery,
to avoid introduction of spurious potentials into the sign-
aling path.
[0077] FIG. 14 illustrates a general schematic diagram
of a portion of a differential data signal implementation
1400 of battery electronics system 100. Differential data
signal implementation 1400 includes a data signal trans-
mitter 1405 generating a data signal that is divided on
PCB 305 into a pair of redundant data lines (first serial
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data wire 205 and second serial data wire 210). These
signals, with power wire 215 and ground wire 220 are
configured into differential data signal implementation
1440 where the data is transmitted to a receiver 1410 on
downstream device.
[0078] De-linking the differential data signal paths is
accomplished by twisting one of the signal conductors
(e.g., first serial data wire 205) with positive power wire
215, and twisting the other signaling conductor (second
serial data wire 210) with negative power wire 220. Ad-
ditionally, it is desirable to reduce the amount of magnetic
flux linked with the loop formed by the two data conduc-
tors or the two power conductors, and so it may be de-
sirable to twist the two twisted pairs with respect to each
other.
[0079] FIG. 14 does not include any break detection
circuitry. FIG. 15 illustrates a schematic diagram for a
data conductor break detection circuit topology 1500 that
includes a mechanism for data signal break detection
(i.e., a "break detector"). To achieve break detection, bat-
tery electronics system 100 uses the fact that the imple-
mented data transmission protocol guarantees a certain
minimum duty cycle of the transmitted digital signal. The
UART protocol includes a STOP bit for each transmitted
byte, which means that there is at least some positive
voltage present on the data bus every byte interval. This
means that the detection circuit does not need to work
with the bus in both states: it can be designed to work
with the bus in the IDLE (STOP bit) state only. Also, be-
cause the STOP and IDLE states are the same, the data
bus is guaranteed to spend most of its time in this STOP
state, increasing the chances that the break detection
circuitry will detect any connection failure, including tran-
sient failures.
[0080] The break detector of data conductor break de-
tection circuit topology 1500 is based on the base-emitter
junction of a single BJT transistor 1505, with a PN diode
1510 connected to the base-emitter junction in anti-par-
allel to allow signal currents of both polarities to pass
through the break detector. Transistor 1505 exhibits pre-
dictable VBE values for a given temperature range and
test current, and likewise diode 1510 exhibits predictable
forward voltage (Vf) values for the same temperature
range and current. Battery electronics system 100 guar-
antees that small voltage drops caused by a test current
(Itest) through a good conductor will not cause false failure
signals by sizing test current Itest such that the voltage
drop incurred by expected resistances is much less than
the minimum expected VBE. Moreover, because the max-
imum VBE and maximum Vf are small compared to digital
signaling voltages, the voltage lost across the base-emit-
ter junction should it carry the signaling current is small.
[0081] The following discussion relates to transmitter
1405 generating a high voltage, which is guaranteed to
occur at least some of the time as explained above. Under
normal conditions (no breaks in either data signaling con-
ductor (i.e., first serial data wire 205 or second serial data
wire 210)), a circuit formed by the two signaling conduc-

tors keeps the base-emitter voltage of the transistor 1505
equal to zero. In the event that the signaling circuit is
broken at either a first position 1515 in first serial data
wire 205 or a second position 1520 in second serial data
wire 210, the current Itest, which normally flows from an
output of transmitter 1405 through the signaling circuit to
ground, will be re-routed so that it flows through the base-
emitter junction of transistor 1505. As long as the DC
current gain of transistor 1505 is sufficiently high, this
base-emitter current causes transistor 1505 to conduct.
The conduction current produces a voltage across a pull-
down resistor Rpd that is available at an output node
(OUT). Normally resistor Rpd is chosen to have a large
enough value that the voltage across it will rise until tran-
sistor 1505 enters saturation, at which point the voltage
at the OUT node equals a transmitter output voltage mi-
nus a saturation voltage of transistor 1505. The presence
of voltage at the OUT node is an indication that the sig-
naling circuit has failed, and that redundancy is lost. OUT
may be routed to a digital input of a microcontroller or
other integrated circuit, where it may be monitored. Al-
ternatively OUT may be connected to the fault signaling
line in a three-level signaling scheme, discussed herein.
Host 105 is able to monitor all data signaling wire paths
at a central location by monitoring the voltage on FAULT
wire 225.
[0082] It should be noted that the details of the imple-
mentation of FIG. 15 are general in nature with exact
implementation details depending on the application re-
quirements. For instance, although the DC voltage drop
across the intact signaling conductors in this topology
will never be enough to trigger conduction of the B-E
junction, transient AC voltages may develop across the
signaling conductors when transmitter 1405 changes its
digital output state. Specifically, an inductance in the cir-
cuit formed by the two data conductors on longer cable
runs can allow this voltage to develop. In order to address
this issue, a capacitor may be installed in parallel with
the B-E junction. This will provide a conduction path for
AC transients, while still allowing the DC component of
Itest to activate transistor 1505 in the event a signaling
path interruption occurs. Care should be taken that any
resonant circuit formed by such a capacitor and the in-
ductance of the circuit comprising the two data conduc-
tors is not under-damped: this could cause activation of
transistor 1505. Insertion of a resistance in series with
the redundant signaling line could solve the problem.
[0083] FIG. 16 illustrates a schematic diagram for a
conductor break detection circuit topology 1600 as com-
pared to topology 1500 shown in FIG. 15. Topology 1600
includes additional mechanisms for the break detector
as well as three-level fault signaling to host 105. Addi-
tionally, FIG. 16 includes addition of an AC decoupling
capacitor 1605 and a damping resistor 1610 to the base-
emitter junction of transistor 1505. The fault signaling po-
larity of FIG. 16 is opposite of the fault signaling polarity
shown in FIG. 8. Use of a simple inverter (e.g., another
transistor or digital IC or the like) makes either scheme
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compatible with other.
[0084] Topology 1600 includes the redundancy data
and redundancy failure signal implementations de-
scribed herein with a continuous fault break detection
signal that allows host 105 to centrally detect any failure
of a data or signaling wire anywhere in battery electronics
system 100.
[0085] Topology 1600 includes an emitter-follower
transistor 1615 in client 110x, transistor 1615 having an
emitter coupled to power wire 215, a base coupled to the
collector of transistor 1505, and a collector coupled to
fault signal transmitter 805. Host 105 includes a resistive
divider 1620 (e.g., three series resistors RSA ∼49kΩ, RSB
∼5kΩ, and RSC ~ 1kΩ), a window comparator 1625, and
a fault detector 1630 all coupled to both ends of fault wire
225.
[0086] Transistor 1615 applies a voltage to fault wire
225 whenever any data wire fails. This voltage is approx-
imately one diode drop (e.g., ∼0.6V). When a fault wire
225 fails, resistive divider 1620 (which also acts as pull-
down resistor Rpd) generates a similar voltage level at a
test node 1635. Window comparator 1625 monitors test
node 1635 and when the voltage is at level that indicates
a break, window comparator 1625 asserts a broken wire
signal. (In this case, window comparator 1625 asserts
the broken wire signal when the voltage at test node 1635
is not between 0.1 V and 0.25V.) Assertion of the broken
wire signal is a warning signal that data or fault wire re-
dundancy has been lost somewhere in battery electron-
ics system 100 and is available at host 105.
[0087] Window comparator 1625 has the additional
function of monitoring the fault wire for short circuits to
one of the two power conductors. Any accidental con-
nection, or "short" of the fault wire, can impede its normal
function. Since the fault wire signals potentially danger-
ous conditions by changing its potential (from a low po-
tential to a high potential, in the case of topology 1600),
any short that connects the fault wire electrically to a po-
tential that is the same as that potential which an operable
fault wire normally uses to signal the absence of danger-
ous conditions can mask the true presence of dangerous
conditions by preventing the fault wire from attaining that
potential which is normally used to signal them. In the
embodiment described in topology 1600, connection of
the fault wire to the ground conductor of the daisy-chain,
or to any metallic object which is at or below the potential
of the ground conductor, can cause the potentially harm-
ful condition described above. It can be seen that the
resistive divider 1620 will cause the fault signal to nor-
mally attain a potential that is equal to neither the power
conductor nor the ground conductor, but is somewhere
in between. In the described topology, the resistive di-
vider 1620 is designed so that the fault wire will normally
attain a potential which is between the two thresholds of
the window comparator, and preferably equidistant from
them. In topology 1600, this potential that the fault wire
normally attains when no faults or broken wires are sig-
naled is 0.175V. By implementing a window comparator

1625 that can detect when the potential on the fault wire
falls below a lower threshold, here depicted as 0.1V, the
window comparator may signal not only when the fault
wire has been broken as described above, but also when
the fault wire has short-circuited to ground, and is inca-
pable of signaling a fault. This condition of "shorted to
ground" may be considered potentially more dangerous
than a broken fault wire, since in the first case no fault at
all may be signaled while in the latter case it’s probable
that a fault signal would still reach one of the two intended
redundant receivers. Therefore, an implementation may
desire to replace the window comparator 1625 depicted
herein with two separate level comparators, one of which
signals passage of the fault signal through an upper
threshold, and the other through a lower threshold. These
two thresholds described correspond to the thresholds
of 0.1 V and 0.25V depicted in topology 1600 and asso-
ciated with window comparator 1625. The upper thresh-
old comparator would continue to generate a "BROKEN
WIRE" signal as is generated by the window comparator
in topology 1600, while the lower comparator would now
generate a "SHORTED FAULT WIRE" signal: battery
host 105 would then be able to react appropriately to
these two different conditions.
[0088] Should any client 110x generate a true FAULT
signal from fault signal transmitter 805, voltage on fault
wire 225 rises to a greater level and the voltage at test
node 1635 also rises. The voltage at test node 1635 is
monitored by fault detector 1630 and when it rises above
a second threshold (e.g., 0.25V), fault detector 1630 as-
serts a FAULT signal. The FAULT signal at host 105 is
an alert that one of the N clients 110x has asserted a true
FAULT signal.
[0089] If necessary or desirable, it is possible to incor-
porate wire break detection on the power supply conduc-
tors. FIG. 17 illustrates a schematic diagram for a power
supply conductor break detection circuit topology 1700.
One way to achieve such wire break detection is by com-
pleting the redundant power supply path with a pair of
diodes (a first diode 1705 connecting the two ends of the
power connections, and a second diode 1710 connecting
the two ends of the ground connections). These diodes
will normally have no voltage across them, because the
main conduction path (the path from DC-DC converter
through daisy-chain isolator 1005 and around the loop)
will supply current to the entire daisy-chain with little volt-
age drop. If either power conductor is broken, its asso-
ciated diode will conduct current, and the forward voltage
across this diode may be measured by a comparison
circuit 1715. A single differential comparator 1720 would
be sufficient to make the measurements of both diode
voltages. A few resistors (e.g., RA and RB, RA slightly
greater than RB for example RA=50kΩ and RB=49kΩ)
and capacitors (e.g., a pair of diode bypass transistors
CBP and a pair of filter capacitors Cf) would be necessary
to suppress momentary AC voltages which could be
caused by reactive impedance of the power supply con-
ductor loop or induced voltage from EMFs. Generally, a
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resonant circuit formed between the two diode-bypass
capacitors and the power conductor loop will be found to
be strongly under-damped. A series C or RC circuit may
need to be added between the cathode of the diode on
the power-loop and the anode of the ground-loop diode.
This pair of diodes could be replaced by base-emitter
junctions of bipolar junction transistors, as was done for
the data break detection discussed herein. It will likely
be found that BJTs whose BE junctions are rated for the
necessary current to supply the multiple digital isolators
required by the daisy-chain loop are hard to come by,
and therefor unlikely to be commodity items, and hence
a more expensive solution that typically renders it unsuit-
able for battery electronics system 100 of an EV.
[0090] FIG. 18 illustrates a detailed general schematic
of an interference rejection portion of a signaling subsys-
tem for a battery communications system similar to FIG.
10 with additional optional details. Explicitly included in
FIG. 18 is use of a first digital isolator 18051 at first location
1010 and a second digital isolator 18052 at second loca-
tion 1015 for redundant multistate signaling (e.g.,
FAULT) and data communications with respect to the
communications master of host 105. First digital isolator
18051 supports FAULT1 signaling and transmission of
data (DATA(OUT)) to clients 110 and second digital iso-
lator 18052 supports FAULT2 signaling and receipt of da-
ta (DATA(IN)) from clients 110. As noted, in some imple-
mentations it is desired to have two or more daisy-chain
loops for data communications but to simplify FIG. 18,
one data daisy-chain loop is illustrated. Also illustrated
is a processor 1810 for each client (similar to processor
310) receiving host-initiated communications from an up-
stream communications device and transmitting to a
downstream communications device over the daisy-
chain loop and ending back at host 105.
[0091] FIG. 19 illustrates an alternate configuration for
host 105 from that shown in FIG. 11 which includes a
first host isolated power supply 1905 at first location 1010
and adds a second host isolated power supply 1910 at
second location 1015. Each client 110 is able to receive
power from both power supplies, and a single break in
one of the conductors does not remove operating power
as one of the power supplies will always remain coupled.
This powers redundant multistate signaling (e.g.,
FAULT) at both locations as well.
[0092] FIG. 20 illustrates an alternate configuration for
host 105 from that shown in FIG. 19. Included in this
implementation is use of the simplified fault receiver
mechanism of FIG. 9 for the redundant second fault re-
ceiver function. This simplified fault receiver arrange-
ment uses a single power supply 1020 and one ground-
referenced fault receiver (e.g., receiver 910) and elimi-
nates daisy-chain isolator 1005.
[0093] The system and methods above has been de-
scribed in general terms as an aid to understanding de-
tails of preferred embodiments of the present invention.
In the description herein, numerous specific details are
provided, such as examples of components and/or meth-

ods, to provide a thorough understanding of embodi-
ments of the present invention. For example, in the ap-
plication the term "processor" is used to not only refer to
microprocessors, microcontrollers, and other similar or-
ganizations of electronic circuitry, but includes for pur-
poses of this application an electronic circuit capable of
executing instructions accessed from a memory. Data
processing system is sometimes used herein to explicitly
connote this broader context, but absent specific context
to the contrary, uses of "processor" and similar are not
limited to these particular arrangements of electronic cir-
cuitry. Some features and benefits of the present inven-
tion are realized in such modes and are not required in
every case. One skilled in the relevant art will recognize,
however, that an embodiment of the invention can be
practiced without one or more of the specific details, or
with other apparatus, systems, assemblies, methods,
components, materials, parts, and/or the like. In other
instances, well-known structures, materials, or opera-
tions are not specifically shown or described in detail to
avoid obscuring aspects of embodiments of the present
invention.
[0094] Reference throughout this specification to "one
embodiment", "an embodiment", or "a specific embodi-
ment" means that a particular feature, structure, or char-
acteristic described in connection with the embodiment
is included in at least one embodiment of the present
invention and not necessarily in all embodiments. Thus,
respective appearances of the phrases "in one embodi-
ment", "in an embodiment", or "in a specific embodiment"
in various places throughout this specification are not
necessarily referring to the same embodiment. Further-
more, the particular features, structures, or characteris-
tics of any specific embodiment of the present invention
may be combined in any suitable manner with one or
more other embodiments. It is to be understood that other
variations and modifications of the embodiments of the
present invention described and illustrated herein are
possible in light of the teachings herein and are to be
considered as part of the spirit and scope of the present
invention.
[0095] It will also be appreciated that one or more of
the elements depicted in the drawings/figures can also
be implemented in a more separated or integrated man-
ner, or even removed or rendered as inoperable in certain
cases, as is useful in accordance with a particular appli-
cation.
[0096] Additionally, any signal arrows in the draw-
ings/Figures should be considered only as exemplary,
and not limiting, unless otherwise specifically noted. Fur-
thermore, the term "or" as used herein is generally in-
tended to mean "and/or" unless otherwise indicated.
Combinations of components or steps will also be con-
sidered as being noted, where terminology is foreseen
as rendering the ability to separate or combine is unclear.
[0097] As used in the description herein and through-
out the claims that follow, "a", "an", and "the" includes
plural references unless the context clearly dictates oth-
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erwise. Also, as used in the description herein and
throughout the claims that follow, the meaning of "in" in-
cludes "in" and "on" unless the context clearly dictates
otherwise.
[0098] The foregoing description of illustrated embod-
iments of the present invention, including what is de-
scribed in the Abstract, is not intended to be exhaustive
or to limit the invention to the precise forms disclosed
herein. While specific embodiments of, and examples
for, the invention are described herein for illustrative pur-
poses only, various equivalent modifications are possible
within the spirit and scope of the present invention, as
those skilled in the relevant art will recognize and appre-
ciate. As indicated, these modifications may be made to
the present invention in light of the foregoing description
of illustrated embodiments of the present invention and
are to be included within the spirit and scope of the
present invention.
[0099] Thus, while the present invention has been de-
scribed herein with reference to particular embodiments
thereof, a latitude of modification, various changes and
substitutions are intended in the foregoing disclosures,
and it will be appreciated that in some instances some
features of embodiments of the invention will be em-
ployed without a corresponding use of other features
without departing from the scope of the invention as set
forth. Therefore, many modifications may be made to
adapt a particular situation or material to the essential
scope and spirit of the present invention. It is intended
that the invention not be limited to the particular terms
used in following claims and/or to the particular embod-
iment disclosed as the best mode contemplated for car-
rying out this invention, but that the invention will include
any and all embodiments and equivalents falling within
the scope of the appended claims. Thus, the scope of
the invention is to be determined solely by the appended
claims.

Claims

1. A data communications system (100), comprising:

a host (105) including a power supply (1700)
providing a supply voltage over a supply voltage
line and a reference voltage over a reference
voltage line with said host selectively enabling
a particular one voltage line when asserting a
wake signal; and
a client (110i) including a plurality of electrical
components,
characterized in that
said client (110i) further comprises an isolator
(320) disposed between said plurality of electri-
cal components and said host, said isolator in-
cluding a client portion, a host portion, and a
plurality of isolator channels with said isolator
having an active mode and an inactive mode

wherein said active mode enables a transmis-
sion from a channel input port to a channel out-
put port of each said isolator channel when both
said client portion and said host portion are en-
abled and wherein said inactive mode disables
said transmissions of said isolator channels
when either said client portion or
said host portion are non-enabled, said plurality
of isolator channels including a wake channel
(1315) having said channel input port coupled
to said particular one voltage line with said host
portion enabled whenever said wake signal is
asserted;
wherein said plurality of electrical components
include a wake-control system, coupled to said
channel output port of said wake channel, peri-
odically enabling said client portion to test a state
of said wake signal with said wake-control sys-
tem maintaining said client portion enabled as
long as said wake signal is asserted.

2. The data communications system of claim 1 wherein
said plurality of components include a data process-
ing system (310) having a first mode and a second
mode, said data processing system coupled to said
channel output port and responsive to said wake sig-
nal, said data processing system active in said first
mode as long as said wake signal is asserted at said
channel output port, otherwise said data processing
system active in said second mode.

3. The data communications system of claim 2 wherein
said wake-control system includes a pulse generator
(1305) periodically generating a polling signal, a log-
ic-OR element (1310) having a first input coupled to
said pulse generator receiving said polling signal, a
second input coupled to said channel output port of
said wake channel, and an output coupled to an en-
able control of said client portion of said isolator.

4. The data communications system of claim 2 wherein
said data processing system includes a transmitter
(805) coupled to a channel input port of a communi-
cations channel of said isolator, with said host cou-
pled to a channel output port of said communications
channel.

5. The data communications system of claim 2 wherein
said data processing system includes a receiver
(905, 910) coupled to a channel output port of a com-
munications channel of said isolator, with said host
coupled to a channel input port of said communica-
tions channel.

6. The data communications system of claim 2 wherein
said data processing system dissipates energy at a
first rate in said first mode and dissipates energy at
a second rate, less than said first rate, in said second
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mode.

7. The data communication system of claim 1 further
comprising a multi-chip module having a plurality of
semiconductor dies packaged into a single semicon-
ductor package wherein said isolator is implemented
on one or more separate distinct semiconductor dies
disposed within said single semiconductor package
and wherein at least a portion of said plurality of elec-
trical components are implemented on one or more
separate distinct semiconductor dies disposed with-
in said single semiconductor package.

8. The data communications system of claim 1 wherein
said client includes a printed circuit board (PCB)
(305) having a connector with a plurality of electrical
couplers, a plurality of PCB components, and a plu-
rality of traces communicating said plurality of elec-
trical couplers to one or more of said plurality of PCB
components.

9. The data communications system of claim 8 wherein
said plurality of PCB components includes a data
processing system (310) and wherein each said PCB
includes said isolator electrically disposed between
said connector and said data processing system and
wherein said isolator includes a plurality of isolator
channels, one isolator channel associated with a
coupler of said plurality of couplers of said connector.

10. The data communications system of claim 9 further
comprising an electric vehicle including an electric
propulsion motor, said electric vehicle having an en-
ergy storage system that includes a management
system and a battery pack including a battery module
with said host associated with said management sys-
tem and said client associated with said battery mod-
ule and said PCB includes an electrical interface
electrically communicating said PCB to said battery
module.

11. The data communication system of claim 10 further
comprising a multi-chip module having a plurality of
semiconductor dies packaged into a single semicon-
ductor package wherein said isolator is implemented
on one or more separate distinct semiconductor dies
disposed within said single semiconductor package
and wherein at least a portion of said electrical inter-
face is implemented on one or more separate distinct
semiconductor dies disposed within said single sem-
iconductor package.

12. The data communications system of claim 11 where-
in said electrical interface includes said data
processing system, or is coupled to said data
processing system.

13. A data communications method, characterized by:

a) enabling a transmission of a wake signal from
a host (105) to a remote client (110i) through an
isolator (320) disposed at said remote client
when said wake signal is asserted from said host
at a host-portion of said isolator concurrent with
a periodic enablement of a client-portion of said
isolator by said remote client; and thereafter
b) transmitting said wake signal from said host
to said remote client through said isolator;
c) controlling enablement of said client-portion
responsive to said wake signal transmitted
through said isolator; and thereafter
d) disabling said transmission by deassertion of
said wake signal at said host.

14. The data communications method of claim 13 where-
in said remote client includes a component dissipat-
ing energy at a first rate in a first operating mode and
at a second rate in a second operating mode, said
second rate less than said first rate, the method fur-
ther comprising:

e) controlling said operating mode of said com-
ponent responsive to a status of said wake sig-
nal transmitted through said isolator.

15. The data communications method of claim 14 where-
in said remote client includes a stored program data
processing component (310), the method further
comprising:

e) controlling a state of said stored program data
processing component responsive to a status of
said wake signal transmitted through said isola-
tor.

16. The data communications method of claim 15 where-
in said controlling said state of said stored program
data processing component includes resetting said
stored program data processing component to a pre-
determined state.

Patentansprüche

1. Datenübertragungssystem (100), mit folgenden
Merkmalen:

ein Host (105) mit einer Stromversorgung
(1700), die eine Versorgungsspannung über ei-
ne Versorgungsspannungsleitung und eine Re-
ferenzspannung über eine Referenzspan-
nungsleitung bereitstellt, wobei der Host jeweils
eine spezielle Spannungsleitung selektiv akti-
viert, wenn ein Aufwecksignal bestätigt wird;
und
ein Client (110i), der mehrere elektrische Kom-
ponenten umfasst,
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dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Client (110i) ferner einen Isolator (320) auf-
weist, der zwischen den mehreren elektrischen
Komponenten und dem Host angeordnet ist,
wobei der Isolator einen Clientabschnitt, einen
Hostabschnitt und mehrere Isolatorkanäle auf-
weist und wobei der Isolator einen aktiven Mo-
dus und einen inaktiven Modus umfasst, wobei
der aktive Modus eine Übertragung von einem
Kanaleingangsport zu einem Kanalausgangs-
port jedes Isolatorkanals aktiviert, wenn der Cli-
entabschnitt und der Hostabschnitt aktiviert
sind, und wobei der inaktive Modus die Übertra-
gung der Isolatorkanäle deaktiviert, wenn ent-
weder der Clientabschnitt oder der Hostab-
schnitt nicht aktiviert sind, wobei die mehreren
Isolatorkanäle einen Aufweckkanal (1315) um-
fassen, wobei der Kanaleingangsport mit der ei-
nen speziellen Spannungsleitung gekoppelt ist
und wobei der Hostabschnitt immer dann akti-
viert wird, wenn das Aufwecksignal bestätigt
wird;
wobei die Vielzahl elektronischer Komponenten
ein Aufweck-Steuersystem umfassen,
das mit dem Kanalausgangsport des Aufweck-
kanals gekoppelt ist und den Clientabschnitt pe-
riodisch aktiviert, um einen Zustand des Auf-
wecksignals zu testen,
wobei das Aufweck-Steuersystem den Client-
abschnitt aktiviert hält, solange das Aufwecksi-
gnal bestätigt wird.

2. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Vielzahl von Komponenten ein Datenverarbei-
tungssystem (310) umfasst, das einen ersten Modus
und einen zweiten Modus aufweist, wobei das Da-
tenverarbeitungssystem mit dem Kanalausgangs-
port gekoppelt ist und auf das Aufwecksignal an-
spricht, wobei das Datenverarbeitungssystem in
dem ersten Modus aktiv ist, solange das Aufweck-
signal an dem Kanalausgangsport bestätigt wird,
und andernfalls in dem zweiten Modus aktiv ist.

3. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 2, wobei
das Aufweck-Steuersystem einen Impulsgenerator
(1305) aufweist, der periodisch ein Abfragesignal er-
zeugt, ein logisches ODER-Element (1310) mit ei-
nem ersten Eingang, der mit dem Impulsgenerator
gekoppelt ist und das Abfragesignal empfängt, ei-
nem zweiten Eingang, der mit dem Kanalsaus-
gangsport des Aufweckkanals gekoppelt ist, und ei-
nem Ausgang, der mit einer Enable-Steuerung des
Clientabschnitts des Isolators gekoppelt ist.

4. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 2, wobei
das Datenverarbeitungssystem einen Transmitter
(805) aufweist, der mit einem Kanaleingangsport ei-
nes Übertragungskanals des Isolators gekoppelt ist,

wobei der Host mit einem Kanalausgangsport des
Übertragungskanals gekoppelt ist.

5. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 2, wobei
das Datenverarbeitungssystem einen Empfänger
(905, 910) aufweist, der mit einem Datenausgangs-
port eines Übertragungskanals des Isolators gekop-
pelt ist, wobei der Host mit einem Kanaleingangsport
des Übertragungskanals gekoppelt ist.

6. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 2, wobei
das Datenverarbeitungssystem in dem ersten Mo-
dus Energie mit einer ersten Rate verbraucht und in
dem zweiten Modus Energie mit einer zweiten Rate
verbraucht, die geringer ist als die erste Rate.

7. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 1, ferner
mit einem Multi-Chip-Modul, der eine Vielzahl von
Halbleiter-Dies aufweist, die in einem einzelnen
Halbleiter-Package untergebracht sind, wobei der
Isolator in einem oder mehreren getrennten unter-
schiedlichen Halbleiter-Dies realisiert ist, welche in-
nerhalb des einzelnen Halbleiter-Packages ange-
ordnet sind, und wobei wenigstens ein Teil der Viel-
zahl elektrischer Komponenten auf einem oder meh-
reren getrennten unterschiedlichen Halbleiter-Dies
realisiert sind, die innerhalb des einzelnen Halblei-
ter-Packages angeordnet sind.

8. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 1, wobei
der Client eine gedruckte Schaltungsplatte, PCB,
(305) umfasst, die einen Verbinder mit einer Vielzahl
elektrischer Datenverbindungselemente, einer Viel-
zahl von PCB-Komponenten und einer Vielzahl von
Spuren umfasst, wobei die Spuren die Vielzahl elek-
trischer Verbindungskomponenten mit einem oder
mehreren der Vielzahl von PCB-Komponenten ver-
binden.

9. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 8, wobei
die Vielzahl von PCB-Komponenten ein Datenver-
arbeitungssystem (310) umfasst, und wobei jede
PCB den Isolator aufweist, der zwischen dem Ver-
binder und dem Datenverarbeitungssystem elek-
trisch angeschlossen ist, und wobei der Isolator eine
Vielzahl von Isolatorkanälen umfasst, wobei ein Iso-
latorkanal einer Verbindungskomponenten aus der
Vielzahl der Verbindungskomponenten des Verbin-
ders zugeordnet ist.

10. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 9, mit fer-
ner einem elektrischen Fahrzeug, das eine elektri-
schen Antriebsmotor aufweist, wobei das elektrische
Fahrzeug ein Energiespeichersystem aufweist, das
ein Verwaltungssystem und ein Batterie-Pack um-
fasst, welches ein Batteriemodul aufweist, wobei der
Host dem Verwaltungssystem zugeordnet ist und
der Client dem Batteriemodul zugeordnet ist, und
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wobei die PCB eine elektrische Schnittstelle auf-
weist, welche die PCB mit dem Batteriemodul elek-
trisch verbindet.

11. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 10, mit
ferner einem Multi-Chip-Modul, das eine Vielzahl
von Halbleiterchips umfasst, die in einem einzelnen
Halbleiter-Package untergebracht sind, wobei der
Isolator auf einem oder mehreren getrennten einzel-
nen Halbleiterchips realisiert ist, die innerhalb des
einzelnen Halbleiter-Packages untergebracht sind,
und wobei wenigstens ein Teil der elektrischen
Schnittstelle auf einem oder mehreren getrennten
einzelnen Halbleiterchips realisiert ist, die in dem
einzelnen Halbleiter-Package angeordnet sind.

12. Datenübertragungssystem nach Anspruch 11, wo-
bei die elektrische Schnittstelle das Datenverarbei-
tungssystem umfasst oder mit dem Datenverarbei-
tungssystem gekoppelt ist.

13. Datenübertragungsverfahren, gekennzeichnet
durch:

a) Aktivieren einer Übertragung eines Aufweck-
signals von einem Host (105) zu einem entfern-
ten Client (110i) über einen Isolator (320), der
bei dem entfernten Client angeordnet ist, wenn
das Aufwecksignal von dem Host bei einem
Hostabschnitt des Isolators bestätigt wird, wobei
gleichzeitig eine periodische Aktivierung eines
Clientabschnitts des Isolators durch den ent-
fernten Client erfolgt; und danach
b) Übertragen des Aufwecksignals von dem
Host zu dem entfernten Client über den Isolator;
c) Steuern der Aktivierung des Clientabschnitts
abhängig von dem Aufwecksignal, das über den
Isolator übertragen wurde; und danach
d) Deaktivieren der Übertragung durch Deakti-
vieren des Aufwecksignals an dem Host.

14. Datenübertragungsverfahren nach Anspruch 13,
wobei der entfernte Client eine Komponente um-
fasst, die in einem ersten Betriebsmodus Energie
mit einer ersten Rate verbraucht und in einem zwei-
ten Betriebsmodus Energie mit einer zweiten Rate
verbraucht, wobei die zweite Rate kleiner ist als die
erste Rate, wobei das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

e) Steuern des Betriebsmodus der Komponente
abhängig von einem Zustand des Aufwecksig-
nals, das über den Isolator übertragen wird.

15. Datenübertragungsverfahren nach Anspruch 14,
wobei der entfernte Client eine Komponente zum
Verarbeiten gespeicherter Programmdaten (310)
umfasst, wobei das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

e) Steuern eines Zustands der Komponente
zum Verarbeiten gespeicherter Programmda-
ten abhängig von einem Zustand des Aufweck-
signals, das über den Isolator übertragen wird.

16. Datenübertragungsverfahren nach Anspruch 15,
wobei das Steuern des Zustands der Komponente
zur Verarbeitung gespeicherter Programmdaten das
Zurücksetzen der Komponente zur Verarbeitung ge-
speicherter Programmdaten auf einen vorgegebe-
nen Zustand umfasst.

Revendications

1. Système de communication de données (100),
comprenant :

un hôte (105) incluant une alimentation électri-
que (1700) fournissant une tension d’alimenta-
tion sur une ligne de tension d’alimentation et
une tension de référence sur une ligne de ten-
sion de référence, où ledit hôte active sélective-
ment une ligne de tension spécifique lors de l’af-
firmation d’un signal d’activation ; et
un dispositif client (110i) incluant une pluralité
de composants électriques ;
caractérisé en ce que :

ledit dispositif client (110i) comprend en
outre un isolateur (320) disposé entre ladite
pluralité de composants électriques et ledit
hôte, ledit isolateur incluant une partie de
dispositif client, une partie d’hôte, et une
pluralité de canaux d’isolateur, où ledit iso-
lateur présente un mode actif et un mode
inactif, dans lequel ledit mode actif active
une transmission d’un port d’entrée de ca-
nal à un port de sortie de canal de chaque
dit canal d’isolateur lorsqu’à la fois ladite
partie de dispositif client et ladite partie d’hô-
te sont activées, et dans lequel ledit mode
inactif désactive lesdites transmissions
desdits canaux d’isolateur lorsque ladite
partie de dispositif client ou ladite partie
d’hôte est désactivée, ladite pluralité de ca-
naux d’isolateur incluant un canal d’activa-
tion (1315) présentant ledit port d’entrée de
canal couplé à ladite ligne de tension spé-
cifique où ladite partie d’hôte est activée dès
lors que ledit signal d’activation est affirmé ;
dans lequel ladite pluralité de composants
électriques inclut un système de commande
d’activation, couplé audit port de sortie de
canal dudit canal d’activation, activant pé-
riodiquement ladite partie de dispositif client
pour tester un état dudit signal d’activation
où ledit système de commande d’activation
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maintient ladite partie de dispositif client ac-
tivée tant que ledit signal d’activation est af-
firmé.

2. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel ladite pluralité de compo-
sants inclut un système de traitement de données
(310) présentant un premier mode et un second mo-
de, ledit système de traitement de données étant
couplé audit port de sortie de canal et sensible audit
signal d’activation, ledit système de traitement de
données étant actif dans ledit premier mode tant que
ledit signal d’activation est affirmé au niveau dudit
port de sortie de canal, sinon ledit système de trai-
tement de données étant actif dans ledit second mo-
de.

3. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel ledit système de comman-
de d’activation inclut un générateur d’impulsions
(1305) générant périodiquement un signal d’interro-
gation, un élément logique OU (1310) présentant
une première entrée couplée audit générateur d’im-
pulsions recevant ledit signal d’interrogation, une se-
conde entrée couplée audit port de sortie de canal
dudit canal d’activation, et une sortie couplée à une
commande d’activation de ladite partie de dispositif
client dudit isolateur.

4. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel ledit système de traite-
ment de données inclut un émetteur (805) couplé à
un port d’entrée de canal d’un canal de communica-
tion dudit isolateur, où ledit hôte est couplé à un port
de sortie de canal dudit canal de communication.

5. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel ledit système de traite-
ment de données inclut un récepteur (905, 910) cou-
plé à un port de sortie de canal d’un canal de com-
munication dudit isolateur, où ledit hôte est couplé
à un port d’entrée de canal dudit canal de commu-
nication.

6. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 2, dans lequel ledit système de traite-
ment de données dissipe de l’énergie à un premier
débit dans ledit premier mode, et dissipe de l’énergie
à un second débit, inférieur audit premier débit, dans
ledit second mode.

7. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 1, comprenant en outre un module mul-
tipuce présentant une pluralité de dès semi-conduc-
teurs emballés dans un unique boîtier à semi-con-
ducteurs dans lequel ledit isolateur est mis en oeuvre
sur un ou plusieurs dès semi-conducteurs distincts
individuels disposés au sein dudit unique boîtier à

semi-conducteurs et dans lequel au moins une partie
de ladite pluralité de composants électriques est mi-
se en oeuvre sur un ou plusieurs dès semi-conduc-
teurs distincts individuels disposés au sein dudit uni-
que boîtier à semi-conducteurs.

8. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel ledit dispositif client com-
prend une carte de circuit imprimé (PCB) (305) pré-
sentant un connecteur avec une pluralité de cou-
pleurs électriques, une pluralité de composants de
carte PCB, et une pluralité de traces communiquant
ladite pluralité de coupleurs électriques à un ou plu-
sieurs composants de ladite pluralité de composants
de carte PCB.

9. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 8, dans lequel ladite pluralité de compo-
sants de carte PCB inclut un système de traitement
de données (310) et dans lequel chaque dite carte
PCB inclut ledit isolateur disposé électriquement en-
tre ledit connecteur et ledit système de traitement de
données, et dans lequel ledit isolateur inclut une plu-
ralité de canaux d’isolateur, un canal d’isolateur
étant associé à un coupleur de ladite pluralité de
coupleurs dudit connecteur.

10. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 9, comprenant en outre un véhicule élec-
trique incluant un moteur à propulsion électrique, le-
dit véhicule électrique présentant un système de
stockage d’énergie qui inclut un système de gestion
et un bloc-batterie incluant un module de batterie où
ledit hôte est associé audit système de gestion et
ledit dispositif client est associé audit module de bat-
terie, et ladite carte PCB inclut une interface électri-
que communiquant électriquement ladite carte PCB
audit module de batterie.

11. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 10, comprenant en outre un module mul-
tipuce présentant une pluralité de dès semi-conduc-
teurs emballés dans un unique boîtier à semi-con-
ducteurs dans lequel ledit isolateur est mis en oeuvre
sur un ou plusieurs dès semi-conducteurs distincts
individuels disposés au sein dudit unique boîtier à
semi-conducteurs et dans lequel au moins une partie
de ladite interface électrique est mise en oeuvre sur
un ou plusieurs dès semi-conducteurs distincts indi-
viduels disposés au sein dudit unique boîtier à semi-
conducteurs.

12. Système de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 11, dans lequel ladite interface électri-
que inclut ledit système de traitement de données,
ou est couplée audit système de traitement de don-
nées.
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13. Procédé de communication de données, caractéri-
sé par les étapes ci-dessous consistant à :

a) activer une transmission d’un signal d’activa-
tion, d’un hôte (105) à un dispositif client distant
(110i), à travers un isolateur (320) disposé au
niveau dudit dispositif client distant, lorsque ledit
signal d’activation est affirmé par ledit hôte au
niveau d’une partie d’hôte dudit isolateur, simul-
tanément à une activation périodique d’une par-
tie de dispositif client dudit isolateur par ledit dis-
positif client distant ; et ensuite
b) transmettre ledit signal d’activation dudit hôte
audit dispositif client distant à travers ledit
isolateur ;
c) commander l’activation de ladite partie de dis-
positif client en réponse audit signal d’activation
transmis à travers ledit isolateur ; et ensuite
d) désactiver ladite transmission par une infir-
mation dudit signal d’activation au niveau dudit
hôte.

14. Procédé de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 13, dans lequel ledit dispositif client dis-
tant inclut un composant dissipant de l’énergie à un
premier débit dans un premier mode de fonctionne-
ment, et à un second débit dans un second mode
de fonctionnement, ledit second débit étant inférieur
audit premier débit, le procédé comprenant en outre
l’étape ci-dessous consistant à :

e) commander ledit mode de fonctionnement
dudit composant en réponse à un statut dudit
signal d’activation transmis à travers ledit isola-
teur.

15. Procédé de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 14, dans lequel ledit dispositif client dis-
tant inclut un composant de traitement de données
de programme stockées (310), le procédé compre-
nant en outre l’étape ci-dessous consistant à :

e) commander un état dudit composant de trai-
tement de données de programme stockées en
réponse à un statut dudit signal d’activation
transmis à travers ledit isolateur.

16. Procédé de communication de données selon la re-
vendication 15, dans lequel ladite commande dudit
état dudit composant de traitement de données de
programme stockées comprend la réinitialisation du-
dit composant de traitement de données de pro-
gramme stockées à un état prédéterminé.
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